Excitement & exploration in any environment.

Tunnels, Bridges & Cargos

Children climb for enjoyment, challenge, to explore and to gain new perspectives. Interactive elements like bridges, tunnels and Cargo Climbing Nets from InCord Play provide a versatile solution for children to engage the benefits of climbing in a comfortable, dependable and safe environment. From neighborhood parks to waterparks, InCord Play can create an attractive solution ideal for your specific theme, design and climate that will keep the kids climbing for years!

Cargo Climbing Nets
- Visually exciting with infinite versatility.
- Create climbing ramps and platforms for any structure.
- Ultra-strong barriers for the most active environments.

Suspension Bridges
- Flat-deck bridges are fun and accessible for all abilities.
- Rope V-bridges add excitement and adventure.
- Integrate into walking paths and play structures.

Tunnels & Climbing Chimneys
- Create a fun and explorative experience.
- Designed to withstand high traffic environments.
- Can be incorporated into any theme or structure.

Integrates into an existing environment

InCord Play produces limitless rope and netting products that may be integrated with commercial and residential playground structures. Multiple material and color options are available to ensure the look you want.
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Hand-Woven Cargo Climbing Nets

InCord Play Cargo Climbing Nets have been featured in park attractions worldwide. As a stand-alone product, or used as a major component to bridges and tunnels, Cargo Climbing Nets are the ideal solution in playscape design and revitalization.

From climbing to walking surfaces and even barrier and containment applications, InCord Play rope Cargo Nets are a versatile solution almost anywhere.

Custom built to any size or shape

Exciting and inviting, our Cargo Climbing Nets are made to your exact dimensions. Using mesh styles of square, diamond, round or custom, the adaptability of InCord Play’s Cargo Climbing Nets is virtually limitless.

Robust and rugged

Our Cargo Climbing Nets are built to last, yet easy on the hands and soft to the touch. Using materials highly resistant to moisture, UV exposure and chlorine, InCord Play Cargo Climbing Nets have held strong, retaining color and mesh consistency, in a wide array of high traffic playscapes.

Access through adventure

These hand-woven nets can be designed for horizontal or vertical applications to provide access by walking or climbing.

Horizontal

Perfect for ramps, platforms and tunnels, cargos can be produced with small mesh sizes to create a versatile, heavy duty traversable surface customizable to your structure.

Vertical

Challenge guests with a vertical climb that won’t hurt their hands. Soft polyester rope and square mesh construction are standard, making InCord Play cargos the most climbable nets around.

Hand-woven quality

Every InCord Play Cargo Climbing Net is vertically fabricated, best accommodating accurate dimensions at full tension, with utmost emphasis on employee safety. In our state-of-the-art facility, the craftspeople at InCord Play treat every net creation as if it were their own masterpiece. That’s the kind of benchmark attention InCord has offered for over 20 years.
Suspension Bridges

Bridges are fun, engaging and practical additions to any setting. Not just for kids, bridges can be incorporated into walking paths for young and old alike.

**Traditional walking bridges**

Walking bridges are a functional and accessible feature which can be integrated into a walking path or structure. Numerous design options make bridges adaptable to themed environments. From long spans to short crossings, InCord Play can configure a fun, safe and long lasting solution everyone can enjoy.

**V-Bridges**

Burma style V-bridges are built with a steel core center walking rope and high net sides, with or without a netting cover safety top. The tapered sides and narrow walk make this crossing a thrilling addition to any park.

Bridges can be constructed with a variety of materials and design options to fit your theme and keep guests coming back. See some of what's available on the materials page or talk to a sales representative to discuss specific design options.

**Tunnels & Climbing Chimneys**

Tunnels and chimneys provide an all-surrounding play experience with hand grips at virtually every turn. Designed either horizontally as a tunnel or vertically as a climbing chimney, children can develop motor skills and social cooperation while having fun within a fully engaging experience.

**A unique play experience**

Create curves, arches, zigzags, spirals and inclines to present participants with a multi-dimensional voyage from one play surface to another while enjoying a unique physical challenge.

**Crafted for excitement**

Tunnels and chimneys can be constructed of Cargo Nets, Netform and Nexus WebNet materials, in several combinations, and can be added to existing play structures as a revitalizing enhancement. Our team can help you decide which materials are best suited to match the experience you wish to create with an aesthetically exciting and inviting design, built to withstand high traffic and harsh elements.

Rope treads woven continuously through the tunnel provide traction and stability.
Quality Materials for a Quality Product

InCord Play offers multiple material choices to suit your project needs. Not sure what to pick? Consult our sales staff to discuss the best options for your unique design and theme.

All InCord Play materials are suitable for outdoor environments. Materials are resistant to wear, moisture, chlorine and UV degredation.

ProManila Ultra™ is InCord Play’s signature synthetic natural-look rope. Ideal for theming, ProManila Ultra is available in multiple sizes from 1/4 inch to 1-1/4 inches and provides excellent grip when built into a walking or climbing surface.

Steel-core Netform™ rope is the basis of NetPlay™ systems and an integral part of most bridges and tunnels. The superior strength, durability and numerous attachment options make Netform the perfect load-bearing material. Soft to the touch with multiple color options, Netform is also an ideal rope for climbing nets.

Web nets are a great option for tunnels, platforms and barriers, indoor or out. Nexus WebNets from InCord Play are crafted with the aid of precision automation for the most accurate results and the most dependable construction.

Dyneema offers ultra-high performance and an exceptional weight to strength ratio. Braided Dyneema rope can be fabricated into Cargo Climbing Nets or used as a load-bearing rope in play structures, challenge courses and more.

InCord is North America’s exclusive provider of soft and versatile Huck HTPP knotless netting. Knots are eliminated using a balanced knitted construction with filaments running continuously throughout the netting to enhance strength and durability. Available in a variety of sizes and colors.